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Equal Treatment

Unlike most of his classmates at Prince of Songkla University’s medical school,

Dr. Krai Dabtham, decided that after graduation he would go to work in a remote area

I
where dotors were in short supply. His friends bet that he wouldn’t last more than a

month. .

They were wrong, Eight years have since passed and the energetic 36 year old

doctor is still practicing in a small hospital in Chiang Mai’s Mae Ai district  in the

northern highlands.

His dedication to treating all patients regardless of race, religion or economic

status has not only won over the local community but also earned him a Siriraj Hospital

award for out - standing rural doctor of the year.
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Computer Show- (BACKGROUND)

M: Thii  is the first  car, I think, that has put the information on the automobile and

the Internet together. The car is lie any other computer known on the Internet.

‘11x6 ii6~usPriua6s”~l~~~yna~%us”aud;66n~snuuw”~~3u  6wml

M+iatrn”u  go~~~~~jjllwn*pJ~a~~~~~~~~~~~~8w(Rsi  aih

HARRY: It’s the prototype Mercedes E420, ---- the latest toy to beat the information

bottleneck while you’re in a bottleneck of your own. --- Wired as the car is, the

Internet connections come from a pair of wireless modems. Behind a polished,

wooden panel lies controls for this mobile computing dream. --- The driver or

passenger can toggle ----- the front screen between connections to the onboard

computer or navigation system. -- These on-screen maps will be much smarter

than the ones sitting in your glove box.
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M: I can choose a destination. And in this particular case, let us choose something

that is in my address book. Once it computes it out then it will keep talking to

me.

(BACKGROUND : F: Proceed to the highlighted routes.)

Like left or right whenever I’m about to teach that intersection. ---- ---Using the

push technology on the Internet we could push information about which bridge
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to use over night when you’re driving, when you’re crossing over Tom East Bay

HARRY: The same technology can bring you stock quotes, news flashes or even . . . . . . . . . . . . .

weather conditions on demand. By now you’re probably saying great, . . . . .

another set of distraction for drivers, as ifwe  needed any more. Well, you’ll .._.

11:

COMPUTER: What can I do for you?

COMPUTER: Call who?

6&JS TW5%1wi

M: Joyce.

%I(1 oeud

COMPUTER: At work? Yes or no.
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COMPUTER: Dialing. ”

dus Rla”sFw~

HARRY: The car phone --will even be able to access phone numbers you may have saved

in a handhold PC which docks conveniently into the arm rest. But the toys don’t

just end with the drivers. -- Passengers can use the screens mounted in the back

of the headrests to do a little driving of their own. Or they can surf the Net for

information about - the cities they’re driving in with a wireless keyboard which

works with an infrared sensor. The engine driving the can forward is still in the

front but the engine driving all the computer power is here, in the trunk. --:Right

now it’s a laptop computer and all these other boxes to make the systems work...

But the time these ideas hit the showroom floor, all this equipment and techno-
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(BACKGROUND)

This car will also come with its own webpage. ---There, you’ll be able to control

everything from the door locks to adjusting the car’s temperature. ---- And in the

event of a roadside emergency, ------it can beam the diagnostic information to a

service center with the  press of a button. But Harry adds, -- you probably won’t

GINA : Video games have long been targeted to men and boys. Some estimates put

‘em ups like Doom and Quake with a 90 percent male audience. But all that’s

begimring to change. Last Christmas Mattel Media went after the girl’s

market with a series of CD-AOMS based on the popular fashion doll Barbie.

%il

They sold nearly half a million copies in just two months and became an

overnight success. Well since then, -- a whole new series of games just for

girls has emerged as girls and adults get hip to technology.... When the best-

selling toy of all time moved from the pink isle to the computer isle, out-selling

most popular shoot ‘em games on the market, a whole new target for software

came into focus: Girls.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  Yl-WlUMIil6fliln"
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GINA: Until recently, games just for girls were practically unheard of. -------In fact, the

only girls featured in most gaming sections were those fighting for their lives. --

But now a growing number of companies -- and woman are fighting to get their

3l.h

F: My dream is --- to be able to walk into the stores and see a whole section 111 of

GINA: Their first CD, -McDenzie  and Company was designed to match the interests

and play patterns of young girls. ----- Now, unlike the popular shoot ‘em ups

where it’s player against the world, ------- McKenzie and Company encourages
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collaboration ---- and offers girls interactive choices about clothes, makeup aad

Gil

M:

*isus

GINA

Gil

DENISE S:

boys.

(BACKGROUND:

I don’t actually work here but I suddenly wish that I did.)

But not all young girls are interested in the standard fare of girl’s ‘topics.

66pi~lif~6~n~~cy'~~n~udrru%o%u6fluriollcnsglu~~~~~6~~~~~~

Everything we 40 at Girl Tech is about the true adventurous spirit you have

-
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GINA:

Computer Show

Denise Swanson heads up Girl Tech, --- a company hoping to get young girls

involved in all aspects of technology including electronic gadgets commonly ---

referred to as ‘boy toys”. ---- ------Inspired by her ten year-old daughter Jackie,

Swanson hopes the next generation of girls ------ will help close the high’tech

gender gap.

--.

DENISE S: When these girls grow up, they need --to have a fluency in using technology as

a part of their life, ----- just like riding a bike because it will limit their future

career choices if they’re not comfortable with the technology.

(BACKGROUND :

BARBIE: Hi, I’m Barbie. Let’s make some fun clothes for me to wear.
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GINA: But Swanson cautions that CD-ROMs ----- like Barbie could be sending the

wrong message.

DENISE S: I think that the products that have been out there do approach stereotyping, ------

yes. And that they’re not necessarily healthy for our girls. ----- However, it does

get them involved with technology so&at’s  s plus. ----- But as far as the content

goes, I would, you know, talk to my daughter about what’s in those.

(BACKGROUND :

F: When you’re ready to leave the dressing room, click anywhere on the screen.

GINA : Jackie says Barbie’s only message:

JACKIE : I’m so sexy: Be like me when I grow up.

F: I want them to get behind that keyboard and have fun. ---If it’s romance and boys and

dating and makeup, great. That’s fine for reinforcing stereotypes, you know. Nobody

ever questions that about the boys’ games. ‘,
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Announcer:

Computer Summer Camp

There are Summer camp for kids these days: Tennis Camp, Overnight Camp,

Soccer Camp- you name it . . . Kids somewhere are doing it as we speak. Marsha

Walton checked out a computer camp --- where programming takes the place

of arts and crafis.

(voice over)

Marsha: Sun&er  Camp where kids don’t worry about mosquito bites only ---megabytes.

They  are learning about 3D.

Kids: Oh ! Look at the 3D graphics.
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Marsha: And CDs

Doug: We’re starting the programing from the very f&t  day . . . . . . . . . . . . . . We’re teaching the

concept of programming. I’s not so much of memorizing commands but rather

why does computer do certain things.
,

Marsha: About two dozen of college campuses including Emery University in Atlanta.

Kids -7 to 16 learn to design their own web pages and HTML the language of

the intemet.

The cmncil  is running by the computer of Education company called ---------

American Computers Experience.

1 (voice over)

Beginners are learning to program in basic- --------while young pros move on to

languages like C Plus Plus.

Voice 1: There are 3 types of fonctions-  Constructor. Mutators and Accessors.
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Marsha: That may sound like a mouthful but this campus is tutoring a computer language

into something fim----  the word game, Hangman.

Andrew: Some of them - we have to force thme to go-eat lunch others----- their attentions

expand..... in 5 seconds and they just want to play games all the time.

Marsha: Teachers seldom know when kids are on tracks ----- and its hard to know the

different between playtime and learning time.

Teacher: OK... we’re going to a program -that’s called ghoo. OK.. we’ll take a picture and

it’s like- we can smudge, smear it..... and twisted it around.

Marsh: High tech companies provide equipment but video conferences and software let

the kids in one campus talk those across the country.

I’m trying to learn how to program better.

Marsha: Companies also provide about 200 scholarships for youngsters with the desire

to learn but not necessary the access to the computer during the school year.
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Doug: We have 2 kids from  Bosnia who came on scholarships. \We’ve  got kids from

the middle of Kansas - We’ve got kids from downtown Atlanta.

Marsha: The curriculum stresses team work and self esteem.

(voice over)

Campus are good by experience level not simply by age and overnight kid will

get a taste of what a college cmpus  is like ------and sometimes kids even see the

outdoors.

Doug: so...... We have to get them outside to play and sometimes they’re forced to go

outside because that’s the only time they’ll ever leave the glow monitor.

Marsha: About 10,000 youngsters will bask that glow.

Marsha Walton. CNN.
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Narrator: The future of a subscription base business model on the Net -- looks set to make

money depending on what your content is of course. --We can take Dow Jones

which owns part of this Network - it’s Wall Street Journal decided to charge

customers for interactive content.

That’s right! You have to pay to read the Journal on the web CNBC Asia- Keith

Lou - finds out if the Dot Profit strategy worked

Keith:

(voice over)

News! News! everywhere at the Newsstands - Newspapers and Magazines

compete for your money and attention.
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That% not all -- the intemets level the field 100 of new electronic publications

have sprung up and most of them are tree- except - perhaps for the Wall Street

Journal interactive - you need to buJk  out $50 a year to access its content- seem

like this more- doom to fail ---well not quite...

Alan: Yeah . . . the Wall Street Journal... We’re start@  charging over a year and a half

ago and we are up to over 20,000 subscriiers.

Keith: Expectation ----- that weren’t too great at the begimdng  with after all up to sub

scriiers base  model was a risk- considering the fiict  that news is freely available

on the web.

Alan: There are a lot of free sites out there and ----our paying subscribers don’t want

to forget that we have some content that other web sites don’t ..~..
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Like Archive of The Wall Street Journal and the international edition. We also

mixed in the content from the News Wire and format that as personalized.

Keith: But for the prime subscribers base out in cyberspace -- surely the publication is

hitting the right notes with web surface.

Alan: It’s the content is always up-to-date and I don’t think the smaller news services

out there are having established it-----crafting the news to be -up-to-date around

the clock as well as we are except for the News Wire feeds and not really dear

towards a consumer not the consumer audience.

Keith: And tha’ts what The Wall Street Journal interactive edition hope to provide the

same news integrity and -----creditability that make the paper version such a hit

among the business community. Check it out at <whj.com>
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Music Site

YlUUi: You can get a sample of music before decide to purchase.

Man: Oh ! yoti’re  kidding. OK.. . Lets do that. Can we listen to something?

Yumi: Absolutely. --So let’s say I go into their store and in the lobby and what I can do

if1 have an artist in mind is to search.

Ivian: Search.

Yumi: For that artist. .Andthisverygoodwebsiteforbuyingmusictbatiskindof

I

hand to get in your local store. That’s what I like about it It doesn’t replace big

retail store what it does--- it helps you find things you might not be able to tid

otherwise.

i
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Fairly easily interface too.

Yumi: Very easy interface the analogy is easy to follow. -----So If I’m looking for - for

instance an Italian artist- chances are.. . .

Man Pretty obscure for me I don’t know.

Pretty obscure but thii site is able. No this highly recommended.

Man: Really. I’ve never heard of.. . I’m sure he’s good.

YUllli: You’ll hear him in a second. Well, this is done ! Found an album by Eros

Ramazzotti.. . . . . asks for albums I’m interested in. so.. .

Man: So let’s fmd one - yes.. that one looks.. . Now can I listen to the whole album

here.

Yumi: You can listen to the snippit  from this whole album.

Snippit.

They are obviously copywrite problem which fmd entirely single.
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